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chieftain of the pack: you will receive a copy of the deluxe werewolf
the apocalypse 20th anniversary edition, a free copy of the w20

pdf, you get a beautiful electronic wallpaper file of the werewolf the
apocalypse tribes gathered together as depicted by steve prescott's
tribe illustrations, and you'll be listed in the shadows section, plus

your garou character will appear as a significant character in one of
the short stories in when will you rage 2, the fiction anthology
stretch goal (as described to the left). you will work with bill

bridges, the developer of the book, and an author of his choice to
integrate your character into the story. (because this will be

officially part of the cwod, you will need to sign some legal papers
giving ccp/ww the rights to the character as it appears in the book-
this will not affect your ability to play the character). cliath (hunter):
you will receive a copy of the deluxe werewolf the apocalypse 20th
anniversary edition, a free copy of the w20 pdf, you get a beautiful

electronic wallpaper file of the werewolf the apocalypse tribes
gathered together as depicted by steve prescott's tribe illustrations,
and you'll be listed in the shadows section, plus your character will
appear as a significant character in one of the short stories in when
will you rage 2, the fiction anthology stretch goal (as described to
the left). you will work with bill bridges, the developer of the book,

and an author of his choice to integrate your character into the
story. wicked witch (dybbuk shadow): you'll receive a free copy of

the w20 pdf, and you get a beautiful electronic wallpaper file of the
werewolf the apocalypse tribes gathered together as depicted by
steve prescott's tribe illustrations. also you'll receive the 4 pdfs of
these classic wta books which describe the world of the garou: the
short story collections when will you rage and drums around the

fire, as well as the silver record, a volume containing the lore and
legends of the garou including the prophesy of apocalypse, plus

you'll receive the w20 player's guide, 2nd edition, which contains
the rules for the w20 system, plus the three classic wta litany of the
tribes books which collect the individual 2nd edition tribebooks so
that you can learn more about the tribes, plus the w20 changing
breeds, which describes the full range of changes to the werewolf
and the family coven rules which allow you to play werewolf in the
world of w20. your name (or your character's) will be listed on the
credits page as a wicked witch, and you will be recognized as one

of our supporters in the story line of the dybbuk shadow.
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